CD 1: PFREY6CD1

Obscured By Clouds (2016 remix)
1. Obscured By Clouds 3.03
2. When You’re In 2.31
3. Burning Bridges 3.30
4. The Gold It’s In The... 3.07
5. Wot’s...Uh The Deal 5.09
6. Mudmen 4.18
7. Childhood’s End 4.33
8. Free Four 4.16
9. Stay 4.06
10. Absolutely Curtains 5.52

Total 40.25 mins approx.
Recorded at Strawberry Studios, Château d’Hérouville, France, 23-29 February 1972
Remixed in 2016 by Andy Jackson and Damon Iddins

CD 2: PFREY6CD2

Live At Pompeii (2016 Remix)
1. Careful With That Axe, Eugene 6.45
2. Set The Controls For The Heart Of The Sun 10.35
3. One Of These Days 5.50
4. A Saucerful Of Secrets 12.49
5. Echoes 24.57
6. Careful With That Axe, Eugene (Alternative Take) 6.09

Total 67.05 mins approx.
Remixed in 2016 by Andy Jackson & Damon Iddins
**DVD / Blu-ray**

Recording of Obscured By Clouds, Soundtrack for the movie 'La Vallee' - Château d'Hérouville, France, 23-29 February 1972

1. Wot's... Uh The Deal – synced to 'Obscured By Clouds' session photos 5.04
2. Pop Deux Documentary 7.14
   Recording Obscured By Clouds + David Gilmour & Roger Waters Interview

Brighton Dome, 29 June 1972

3. Set The Controls For The Heart Of The Sun 9.04
4. Careful With That Axe, Eugene 7.39

Roland Petit Pink Floyd Ballet, news reports 1972-73

5. Actualités Méditerranée 3.29
   Dancers and Pink Floyd performing 22 Nov 1972 Marseille, France

6. JT Nuit – Les Pink Floyd 3.04
   Dancers and Pink Floyd performing 26 Nov 1972 – Marseille, France

7. JT 20h – Pink Floyd 3.01
   Pink Floyd at soundcheck - Paris, France, 12 Jan 1973

8. Journal de Paris – Les Pink Floyd 5.03
   Dancers and Pink Floyd performing + David Gilmour Interview Paris, France, 16 Jan 1973

9. Poitiers – Autour Du Passage Des Pink Floyd 4:27
   Concert set up news report - Poitiers, France, 29 Nov 1972

**Live At Pompeii (with 2016 5.1 audio Mix)**

10. Careful With That Axe, Eugene 6.40
11. A Saucerful Of Secrets 10.09
12. One Of These Days 5.58
13. Set The Controls For The Heart Of The Sun 10.24
14. Echoes 26.10

Total 107.27 mins approx.

Recorded and filmed in the Roman amphitheatre in Pompeii, 4-7 October 1971, for 'Live at Pompeii', directed by Adrian Maben.
Audio remixed in 2016 by Andy Jackson and Damon Iddins